


I suppose another way of framing
that question is to ask you if you

think customers and clients still
value long-term relationships?

Let’s look at what we know: All of
our customers and clients are more
informed than ever and typically
enter the sales/buying cycle much
later than they used to - you must
be sick of hearing that, but it’s true.
(If you have a view about this,
please join in with our LinkedIn
discussion).

We also know that customer
service levels are at an all-time low,
as companies of all sizes indulge
themselves in a frenetic - and
sometimes indecent - chase for
new clients, leaving their existing
ones to fend for themselves. (Lots
of foreplay until the initial conquest,
and then a combination of
coldness, indifference and
arrogance)

However, the reality is that there
are enormous benefits to be gained
by both parties from a secure and
mutually rewarding marriage: For a
vendor, the opportunity to forecast

regular and reliable income, keeps
the grey men in the finance
department happy. Equally, the
customer, once convinced of our
integrity, is able to enjoy consistent
and continuous levels of customer
service - well that’s the theory.

You see, since the key to
differentiation is in forging closer
links with clients, the role of the
long-term ally is a crucial one. Once
the salesperson has earned the
right, it is important to develop and
maintain the relationship.

As the term suggests, acting as
a long-term ally involves
maintaining contact with the client
even when there is no immediate
prospect for a sale. It also suggests
that the salesperson needs to be
committed to the long-term
development of the relationship.

I believe that top salespeople
demonstrate this commitment by
continuously looking for ways to:

l  Build interpersonal trust
l  Create and maintain a positive
image of the sales organization

l  Inspire respect for their
company
l  Show genuine concern for their
customer’s short and long-term
interest
l  Identify ways to strengthen the
quality of their business relationship
l  Help the customer meet needs
within his or her organization
l  Deal with issues openly and
honestly
l  Deliver on promises

At the end of the day, taking a long-
term approach proves more
profitable since the customer will
recognize that the salesperson is
taking a committed interest and in
so doing is giving honest and open
advice. This inevitably encourages
the customer to trust the
salesperson and to view him or her
as a colleague rather than an
opponent – and open to a proposal!
Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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Have Our Customers and Clients
Become Irreversibly Promiscuous?
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Tim Riesterer

This kind of environment is a
wonderful thing (and not just for

contrarians!). It leaves ample room
for disagreement and gives you
free rein to salute the insights you
believe in while debunking the
myths you don’t. 

It’s that second activity—the
debunking—that I’d like to engage
in here. Because, as is typically the
case in sales, there’s no shortage
of myths proliferating right now that
could be doing harm to your deals.
Here are just a few of them: 

Myth #1: “Voice of the customer”
messaging/discovery questions
are the best way to develop your
message.
At face value, the so-called best
practice known as “voice of the
customer” messaging doesn’t seem
like a terrible approach. After all,
you’re asking prospects and
customers what their challenges
are, receiving the information you
need, and developing a message
that responds to these challenges
accordingly. What could possibly go
wrong?

Actually, a lot. Most significantly,
this messaging approach could be

fueling the perception that you are a
commodity provider. Why?
Because, in all likelihood, you’re not
going to be the only vendor taking
the questionnaire approach. As a
result, your questions are going to
produce the same inputs as those
of your competitors, and you’re all
going to be responding to those
identified challenges with similar,
expected capabilities. Far from
differentiating you, this kind of
messaging puts you at parity with
competitors and places you in a
commodity conversation, where
you’re going to struggle to create
the urgency you need to defeat the
status quo. 

This creates a few problems.
First, it leads to stalled or no
decision deals. And, should your
deal somehow stagger on, this kind
of messaging is going to shift the
conversation from being about
value—where you want it to be—to
price, where you don’t.    

So how do you avoid this
commodity trap? How do you
distinguish your message and
create the urgency needed to
defeat the status quo? Start by
messaging not to the challenges

your prospects tell you about, but to
the challenges they haven’t
foreseen. I call this approach
messaging to your prospects’
“unconsidered needs.” These
unconsidered needs are the gaps
or deficiencies in their current
situation that they’ve either
overlooked, underestimated or
aren’t yet aware of. 

Having shown how your
prospect is vulnerable to
developments they hadn’t
considered, you then need to map
these unconsidered needs to your
unexpected strengths, showing
them how you are uniquely
positioned to resolve the
challenges you identified. 

New research from my
company, Corporate Visions, done
in conjunction with Dr. Zakary
Tormala, a professor at the
Stanford Graduate School of
Business, validates just how
powerful this messaging approach
can be. In a study involving more
than 400 participants, Tormala
found that sales pitches that
introduce an unconsidered need
are significantly superior to “voice
of the customer” pitches,
outperforming them in the areas of
uniqueness and quality. The study
also found that introducing an
unconsidered need at the outset of
a pitch has the most positive impact
on choice and attitude measures –
both critical areas of influence when
it comes to defeating the status quo
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A Six-Pack of Selling Myths…Debunked! 
Because best practices aren’t always the best practice

The beauty of sales is that there’s hardly ever a pure
consensus on how to do things best. No fad or trend gets
embraced wholesale, no best practice goes unchallenged,
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and distinguishing your message.

Myth #2: Zen presentation
techniques are the replacement
for mind-numbing PowerPoints.
Defeating the status quo is less of a
selling activity than a change
management one. Because of this,
you have to make change seem
attainable and preferable for
prospects and customers.

In their book “The Heart of
Change,” John Kotter and Dan
Cohen note that the process by
which people warm to change is
fundamentally visual and
emotional, not rational and
analytical. Change, they write,
typically follows the sequence of
“see – feel – change,” rather than
“analyze – think – change.”

So, you know visual storytelling
is a key factor in persuading
someone to change. The question
is, what kind of visual story works
best?

According to research from
Corporate Visions, also conducted
with Dr. Tormala, simple, concrete,
whiteboard-style visuals were
found to be superior to PowerPoint
presentations—Zen included—
across several important areas,
including retention, engagement
level, validity, quality and
persuasiveness. 

But, no matter what style of
presentation you deliver or what
kind of enablement tools you use,
you should adhere to the “three Cs”
of visual storytelling to maximize
your impact. 

First, to demonstrate how your
prospect’s status quo is unsafe, you
need to provide context to highlight
the faults in their current approach

and show how these shortcomings
could jeopardize their most critical
business goals. This helps them
see and feel the threat, creating
uncertainty and making them more
open to persuasion. 

Your visual stories must also
demonstrate contrast between the
pain they feel in their status quo
situation and the value they’ll reap
from your solution. This enables
prospects to visualize where they
are now and where they could be—
if they embrace a change
management project led by you.

Finally, your visuals should be
concrete. Let’s face it: Change is
hard. It can seem even more
complex and convoluted if you use
too many abstract visuals, which
will clutter your message and lead
to indecision. Instead, use
numbers, basic shapes, stick
figures and arrows to translate
complex concepts into more
digestible themes.

Myth #3: Personas are the key
design point for sales
messaging.
With so many deals requiring the
sign-off of so many decision makers,
you may be thinking you have a
good amount of message tailoring to
do. 

Not so. The main problem with
hyper-segmented, persona-based
messaging is that you risk injecting
too many disparate messages into
your conversation, which could
highlight divisions between decision
makers and even pit them against
each other. 

To avoid that scenario—and the
stalled deals or no decisions likely to
stem from it—your messaging

should aim to identify and address
the higher order business
challenges present in the
individuals’ shared situation, not
each person’s narrow set of
priorities.

Here’s a scenario to think about:
Imagine you’re on the highway and
another driver suddenly cuts you off.
Your initial reaction to that driver is
probably anger. Most likely, you’re
going to immediately assume this
person is a jerk. 

You’ll make this assumption
because humans tend to attribute
most behaviors, good or bad, to
someone’s personality or
disposition, rather than to their
situation. In behavioral science, this
is called the Fundamental Attribution
Error. In reality, the bad driving is
more likely the result of situational
factors. The erratic driver might’ve
been late to an important work
engagement. They might’ve been
rushing to the hospital for a family
emergency. The list goes on. But the
point is, the action probably had
much more to do with situational
factors than a character defect.

With persona-based messaging,
you’re essentially committing the
Fundamental Attribution Error in
selling by assuming your prospects’
individual dispositions outweigh the
importance of the situation they
share. To show how the status quo is
unsafe, you need to speak to the
challenges that unite them in their
current struggle, not to the more
specialized needs that could
underscore the barriers between
them. 

Myth #4: All types of insight
provoke buyer action.



Tim Riesterer

The best insights highlight
inconsistencies or uncertainties in a
buyer’s status quo situation, and
then compel them to make a
change to overcome these
challenges. This is how insights
provoke action. Unfortunately, not
every type of insight delivers this
crucial effect. 

To reach a better understanding
of what insights work best, I divided
them into four distinct categories:
anecdotal (best practices),
authoritative (third party sourced),
current (original, company-
generated research) and visionary
(the same as current but with
forward-looking interpretations and
analysis). 

Corporate Visions research
found that anecdotal insights—
typically created in-house and
focused on day-to-day, tactical
issues—are the insight type
companies deliver most frequently,
but are considered the least likely to
produce positive selling outcomes,
according to the survey. 

Conversely, visionary insights,
which are used the least, were
deemed the most effective insight
category. It prompts the question:
How do you deliver insights in this
least used but most effective
category?

Visionary insights are founded
on independent, company-
generated research and unique
data points that allow you to
develop forward-looking
interpretations of your market,
defining the challenges of
tomorrow. To create action with
insights, you need to deliver ones
that fall closer to the visionary end
of the spectrum.  

Myth #5: Mimicking the best
practices of top performers will
raise everyone’s performance.
It’s nice to imagine that getting your
reps to ape the selling habits of top
performers is the solution to hitting
your sales goals. The problem with
this approach is that it’s seller-
centric – it presumes that the
secrets of great selling rest in a
better understanding of seller
behavior rather than buyer
mentality.  

A better approach is to adopt a
buyer-centric model based on the
decision-making sciences, which
can actually give your reps insight
into how and why buyers frame
value and make decisions.
Decades of research in fields like
neuroscience, social psychology
and behavioral economics have
revealed hidden forces that dictate
how buying decisions are made—
and what actually moves buyers to
embrace change. If your team can
tap into these forces with the right
message, tools and skills—and
really connect with the part of the
brain that governs decision-
making—they can be more adept at
disrupting the status quo and
creating a buying vision that
resonates with prospects and
customers.  

Myth #6: I’ve earned a sales
meeting, ergo it’s time to start
talking about my product
portfolio. 
The first impulse for many
salespeople when they get in front

of a prospect is to jump into the “why
you” story, telling them about all the
features and capabilities of your
solutions and why you’re the vendor
for them. But, just because you’re
meeting with a prospect doesn’t
mean that prospect has committed
to doing something different. In all
probability, they haven’t, and you still
need to deliver a compelling, status
quo-busting “why change” story to
put them on that pathway to change. 

There’s a time for the competitive
value proposition, but it has to wait
until you’ve thoroughly persuaded
prospects that their current situation
is unsafe and untenable and that
they need to make the switch to
something new. 

Great sales enablement content
can go a long way toward helping
your reps initiate this crucial “why
change” conversation. For this
stage, your tools need to equip your
reps with a distinct point of view that
challenges the status quo and stays
consistent with your demand
generation messaging, helping them
sustain the urgency that struck a
chord in your campaigns. 

The only way to continually
improve as a salesperson is to
continually question the supposed
“best practices” of the day. That
skeptic’s approach will ensure that
your messages, tools and skills
aren’t hijacked by the latest selling
fads, but shaped by principles that
address how buyers make
decisions.                                             n
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For a century, buying has been
framed in terms of moving a

prospect from Awareness to
Interest to Desire to Action (AIDA).
The AIDA model and its variants are
the basis for sales funnels at many
B2B firms. The typical funnel starts
with a marketing-generated lead for
a “suspect” that, after qualification,
becomes a “prospect,” and then a
customer through steps that are
measured and managed. In each
step, sales people are expected to

perform a series of tasks, usually
sequentially, in order to close. It’s
an inside-out process and CRM
systems are there to provide data
about progression (or not) through
that company’s funnel steps — the
famous “pipeline” metrics that
dominate so much talk about sales.

But Gartner research (see here
and here) indicates a very different
contemporary buying reality. Rather
than moving sequentially through a
funnel, buyers actually work

through four parallel streams to
make a purchase decision.

Let’s examine these activities,
one by one:
l  Explore: Here, buyers identify a
need or opportunity and begin
looking for ways to address it,
usually via interactions with
vendors and self-directed
information search on the Internet.
l  Evaluate: Buyers take a closer
look at options uncovered while
exploring, again leaning heavily on

Top Sales Magazine  August 18th Edition 2015 9
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What Salespeople Need to Know
About the New B2B Landscape 
Selling has always been more about the buyer than the seller. So any effective sales
model must adapt to changing buying protocols not ignore or resist them. This is a big
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organizational processes reflect outdated assumptions about purchasing in their markets.
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self-directed search and peer
interactions as well as vendor sales
representatives.
l  Engage: Buyers initiate further
contact with providers (or accept
proposals from providers) to get
help in moving toward a purchase
decision.
l  Experience: Buyers use a
solution, increasingly in pilots or
proof of concepts, and develop
perceptions about its value based
on that usage.

With these changes in mind,
understanding where customers
are, and how to interact with them
appropriately in a given stream, are
now central to effective selling.

Here are a few tips and insights
to help you navigate these shifts.

The sales force is more
important than ever. Regardless of
which path customers take, or in
which order they take them, they
want to deal with people who can
help them move toward a purchase
decision, be the internal champion
at the vendor, and bring it together

for that customer. In fact, B2B
buyers report that, compared to
other sources of information, these
interactions are the most influential
in their decision making process. 

The source considered the least
influential is social media. Don’t
believe the hype. Sales people
have not been replaced by digital,
and providing relevant solutions
remains key in most B2B buying
scenarios.

One reason why the sales force
remains so important to the B2B
customer is that most products and
services sold to business
organizations are components in a
wider usage system at that buyer,
and customer value ultimately
resides in that usage, not just the
individual product.

To add to that, business buyers
must justify a decision to others in
the organization, especially as
capital expenditures flow less
liberally in many industries since
the financial crisis of 2008. And you
are naïve or spending too much
time on your smartphone if you

believe that a combination of
economics, solution identification,
product application, risk
management, and political journey
through the buyer’s organization is
now handled predominately online
in most buying scenarios and
without knowledgeable and savvy
sales help.

The research also found that,
across all buying streams, buyers
emphasized that interactions with
sellers — technical demonstrations,
sales presentations tailored to my
company’s need – should be about
the buyer’s needs. Among the least
valued interactions are sales calls
in response to registering for
webinars or events. That is, core
solution-selling and account-
management skills still matter.

Lastly, although buyers certainly
use online search, they use it as a
complement to, not a substitute for,
interactions with sales reps,
channel partners, and others at
their suppliers. If anything, access
to information online has increased
awareness that relevant
alternatives and best practices
about product applications and
service requirements often reside
outside one’s firm. In turn, this
drives the B2B buyer’s propensity
to seek information from vendors
who work with companies across
regions or vertical segments, and
who can use that knowledge to help
frame and deliver solutions for that
buyer’s needs.

Buying is a continuous and
dynamic process. Specious talk
about disintermediation of
salespeople obscures the real
issues facing firms. Sales people
are not disappearing, but buying



Tiffani Bova & Frank Cespedes

processes and therefore sales
tasks are changing.

For example, note that in the
second figure above customer
references are a close second in
terms of influence, and the nature
of references has changed. In the
past, a buyer might ask for
references and that seller would
cite a few satisfied customers. But
through the web, customers
connect with each other and get
unedited versions of others’
experience through review sites
such as bazaarvoice and
PowerReviews, and they gain
access to thousands of people at
other companies who can share
experiences and options through
community sites such as SAP
Developer Network and Marketo
Marketing Nation.

Also playing important roles are
events, white papers, and the
seller’s website — activities that are
typically part of marketing’s
domain, not sales. This puts
pressure on a notoriously fraught
relationship: improving coordination
between sales and marketing, two
functions that are increasingly
interdependent but different in their
perspectives and procedures. The
marketing–sales relationship now
tops the agenda of concerns in a
survey of B2B executives.

More generally, it’s important to
recognize that web sites, blogs, and
other digital media have made
vendor organizations more visible
and transparent to potential buyers,
which has disrupted the inside-out
funnel approach. Prospects now
touch your brand and company at
many different points (online,
offline, marketing collateral, and so

on), when they want, and each
touch has an impact on selling
tasks. Buyers value interaction with
others at your firm besides the
sales person (e.g., product
specialists, technical experts,
professional services personnel,
delivery personnel, pre- and post-
sales applications resources). In
their buying streams, they expect
the rep to orchestrate those
interactions purposefully, and
efficient coordination of these
interaction points must be reflected
in an effective 21st-century go-to-
market strategy.

Finally, if you consider the
streams that now characterize B2B
buying and what buyers value in
their suppliers’ behaviors, a big
disconnect becomes apparent.
Despite huge advances in
technology over the past two
decades, most sales models and
performance practices are the ad-
hoc accumulation of years of
reactive decisions, often by
different managers pursuing
different goals. This is why many
B2B sales models firms are
incapable of dealing with the reality
that buying is now continuous and
dynamic — an on-going movie, not
a selfie or snapshot in a funnel.

Choices are often false. Despite
what you often hear, no single tactic
— e.g., a given selling
methodology, “challenging” the
customer, or more “big data”
analytics — will address the new
reality. Aligning buying and selling
is a process, not a one-shot deal.

Going forward, many B2B
sellers will need to reconfigure their
selling processes more effectively
and efficiently for each buying
stream. They should not waste lots
of time and energy debating
whether to be online or in-person,
interacting via the web or through
sales reps, digital or human. They
need to do both, and create the
right mix for their go-to-market
programs.

It’s also important that every
group within an organization that
deals with customers has a shared
vision of how customers buy and,
more importantly, a clear sense of
their company’s strategy. The
cross-functional communication
and coordination that is required to
navigate this change is the job of
leadership. Is your organization, not
just your sales force, ready to deal
with this purchasing reality?

Finally, to paraphrase Churchill,
it is not “the end of solution sales”
and it’s not the beginning of the
end. But it should be the end of glib
generalizations about sales and
selling, which remain complex,
changing, and people-dependent
activities in most B2B markets. As a
leader, understanding how buying
really works is the place to start in
order to spur effective selling,
profitable growth, and better
resource allocations in your firm.

This article was originally
published in Harvard Business
Review.                                                n
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I was a little surprised to receive
this email from Sam, a sales and

marketing pro with years of
experience. In theory, someone
who talks to people for a living
should be accustomed to it. But
Sam isn’t alone. Many
salespeople—even sales
veterans—still experience call

reluctance, especially when asking
for referrals.

Here’s why and what to do about it.

Silence Feels Like Rejection
Perhaps you’ve emailed a prospect
and haven’t heard back. If it was a
cold email, then you probably never
will. But that doesn’t sting as much

anyway. After all, you have no skin
in the game, so you move on to the
next target. But when prospects
have said they’d like to talk to you,
and then don’t respond to your
messages, the radio silence feels a
lot more personal.

Many salespeople quit here,
assuming silence means “no.” In
reality, there could be several
reasons your prospects aren’t
responding: They’ve been under
the gun to meet tight deadlines;
their priorities changed; they moved
on to new positions or new

What are salespeople so afraid of? I think I’ve told you
before that I have a mild-to-moderate case of call
reluctance.  Even warm opportunities I’m following up on
create anxiety.”

Does “Call Reluctance” Prevent
You from Asking for Referrals? 



Joanne Black

employers; or maybe the dog died.
You just don’t know … until you
follow up.

When I have difficulty
connecting with people—even
those who know me—I do one of
two things:

l  Send a calendar invite.
Because there’s a date and time
associated with the request, it’s
easy for people to accept the
invitation or propose another time.

l  Write an email with “Referrals
no longer a priority?” in the subject
line. Then I’ll write a very nice,
customized message. The person
is always apologetic, and we either
continue the conversation or agree
that my solution no longer applies.

Usually people are very apologetic
once we get them on the phone.
Everyone is running a mile a minute
today. We live our lives in 30-
minute, back-to-back meetings.
So, when we do finally reach hot
prospects, they compliment us on
our persistence. There’s a big
difference between pushy and
persistent, and people appreciate
the latter.

You never know when prospects
are ready to buy, unless you ask.
And consider this: What do you
really have to lose? They’re not
responding anyway, and you’ve
taken action.

Referral Selling Feels Even
More Personal
The best scenario is when you’ve
been introduced by people your
prospects know and trust. It’s easy
to schedule a meeting through

email, and you usually talk to the
prospect on the first try. (I cringe
when I hear it typically takes 10 or
more tries to reach someone. What
a dumb way for salespeople to
spend their time!)

Yet, many salespeople find it
harder to ask their referral networks
for introductions than to cold call
strangers. Ironic, yet it makes
complete sense. Cold callers are
just “dialing for dollars” and have no
connection to the people they’re
calling. When someone hangs up
on them or is rude, they just move
to the next name on the list. No
harm, no foul.

Referral selling is very, very
personal. Our reputations are on
the line. We’re not talking to
faceless strangers. We’re talking to
clients, business associates,
colleagues, or friends. So we worry:

l  What if they say “no”?
(Crushing.)

l  Will asking for help imply
weakness or suggest my business
is struggling? (Not cool!)

l  Isn’t it intrusive or even arrogant
to ask a busy person to do

something for us? (No one wants to
be known as a pushy salesperson.)

Reps are often so apprehensive
about having the referral
conversation that they don’t make
the call. And that’s a total waste.
Referrals aren’t an imposition, and
asking for them isn’t pushy. In fact,
most people enjoy connecting
people who could help each other.
When we make referrals, we help
out everyone involved—including
ourselves. We introduce a credible
resource, save the other person
valuable time, and endear
ourselves to both connections.

Don’t be coy or beat around the
bush. When you ask for referrals
with confidence, your referral
source knows exactly the person
you want to meet and gladly
introduces you.

For example, my reluctant friend
Sam recently shared some good
news with me via email: “This is a
small story/example, but I called
two prospects in my opportunity
pipeline that had gone a little quiet.
Got them both live, had a great
conversation, both are back on
track (will be a little late, but back
active).”

Well how about that!
Want to learn more about how to
ask for referrals in a way that gets
results? Check out No More Cold
Calling OnDemand. This post
originally appeared on LinkedIn
Publisher.                                             n
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Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more by visiting here.

Reps are often so
apprehensive about
having the referral

conversation that they
don’t make the call. 
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Company A’s funnel process
uses one of the most common

approaches to forecasting,
orienting its sales funnel to the
steps of its sales process:
qualifying, opportunity identified,
quotation provided, demonstration
delivered, and negotiation/close.
You know the drill.

Company B uses a funnel based

on the customer’s buying process.
Each stage of the funnel identifies
specific actions that customers take
when they are moving forward in
their buying process: agree to a
meeting, acknowledge their pain
points, meet with 2nd decision-
maker, define buying criteria,
request a proposal, and so on.

Can you guess which sales

funnel design leads to better
forecasting accuracy? Right.
Company B. By a big margin. If
your company has a sales funnel
more similar to Company A than B,
here are three tips to get you
started down a more accurate
forecasting path.

1. Define the steps in your
sales funnel and CRM based
on customer actions.
In Company A’s funnel structure,
sales opportunities are tracked
based on sales tasks performed by
the salesperson. In a selling-

The single most important issue in any sales organization
is managing the funnel to achieve an accurate sales
forecast. Let’s look at two ways this core issue is typically
handled.

3 Strategies to Improve Sales
Forecast Accuracy 



Kevin Davis

focused sales funnel, it’s easy to be
deceived: a rep is confident that an
opportunity will close successfully
because they’ve done everything
they’re supposed to do. But
tracking sales rep actions doesn’t
help you predict what a customer is
going to do.

In contrast, Company B has
specific criteria in its sales funnel
that indicate whether a customer
has completed one step of buying
and is moving on to the next. The
better a sales rep becomes at
having customers complete next-
step actions, the more consistent
and more predictable the sales
funnel becomes.

With a buying-focused sales
funnel like Company B has, if and
when a buyer chooses not to move
forward, alarm bells go off. Sales
managers are alerted to the
problem right away, and can
intervene while there is still a
chance to fix the problem and get
the opportunity back on track.

2. Transform Your Reps’
Perception of CRM from a Pain
to a Gain
The work of defining a customer-
focused funnel has a second
benefit: Any rep who thinks
negatively about the extra time and
effort needed to input information
into CRM will quickly see personal
benefits from a Company B-type
approach.

Look at it this way: Company A’s
sales funnel generates sales
process statistics that are lagging
indicators (data collected after a
process is complete) – such as
how many calls, appointments,
demos, and quotes have been

made (or not made). By the time
these data reveal a problem with a
rep, it’s way too late for a sales
manager to get involved in a
specific opportunity and put in a fix.
All managers can do is exhort the
rep to, once again, “try harder.”

Company B originally had a
CRM system like Company A, but
realized that its use by the sales
force was poor. Punishing people
for not using the system didn’t
work, and the lagging indicators
weren’t helping anyone improve.
They discovered that having a
more customer-focused sales
funnel was just the ticket for
turning its CRM into something that
both reps and managers would
want to use. Salespeople can now
be more precise in describing
which opportunities are or are not
moving forward, and they know
where the trouble spots are. Also,
sales managers have better
visibility on customer actions in the
earlier stages of the sales cycle,
and can provide more timely
advice to sales reps.

3. Re-focus your sales
managers on coaching
opportunities from beginning
to end
In Company A, forecasting is the
process of tracking opportunities
that are closest to closing. That
means sales managers typically get
involved when opportunities are at
or near the Negotiate/Close step,
often riding in to save the day if
there is a sign of trouble.

Company B’s system places
much greater emphasis on having
sales managers coach reps
through each customer milestone
from initial contact to after-sale
follow-up. Managers more quickly
recognize the importance of
coaching early-sales-cycle selling
skills – so their salespeople are
better at getting more and bigger
opportunities into the funnel in the
first place. 

Proactively Managing Sales
Funnels and Forecasts
As you may have picked up, the
real difference between Company
A and Company B is that the
former does sales forecasting
reactively—near the end of sales
opportunities. Company B,
however, is proactive. They view
their funnel as a way to help them
become truly customer focused:
during each step in the buy-sell
process, its reps are thinking about
what the customer needs to do to
move forward in buying.

A better process leads to better
forecasting, not the other way
around. With a buying-focused
sales funnel and early (and often)
coaching, sales managers and
reps have a much better feel for
which opportunities really are likely
to deliver and which are at risk,
and can have much more
confidence in predicting which
opportunities are going to close
successfully.                                     n
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Kevin Davis is president of TopLine Leadership.
Find out more by visiting here.
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CSO Insights announces the release of a very specific and unique survey, the 2015
Quote to Close Sales Effectiveness survey. This study will examine the processes
salespeople and their managers’ use as they move opportunities from quote to close.
This survey will look to surface existing problems that occur in this phase of the sales
cycle and will look to uncover the best practices that sales leaders can use to leverage
people, process, technology, and knowledge to overcome those issues.

Some of the findings that you can expect from this report are:

l  Identifying the key challenges that keep deals from closing
l  Knowing how to reduce the time needed to close deals
l  Understanding if/how technology can be used to optimize the closing process

As our thanks for taking the study, you will immediately be able to download CSO Insights'
2015 Sales Management Key Trends Analysis upon completion of the survey. And, when
the research report is released in late August, we will share the 2015 Quote to Close
Sales Effectiveness Key Trends Analysis, as our compliments.

To take part in the study, click this link: Quote to Close survey. Your responses will be held
in confidence and will be used to produce aggregated summaries.

How Effective is your Process from Quote to Close?
Take our Survey and You Will Know!

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WXP8SVW
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WXP8SVW
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WXP8SVW


Dr. Tony Alessandra

The concept of adaptability, as
developed by Dr. Michael

O'Connor, co-author of The
Platinum Rule®, is a two-part
process.  It combines flexibility
with versatility.  

l  Flexibility is your willingness to
adapt. It is your attitude.  
l  Versatility is your ability to adapt.
It is your aptitude.

The first half of the high adaptability
formula - Flexibility.

Confidence + Tolerance + Empathy
+ Positiveness + Respect for others
= FLEXIBILITY.  

l  CONFIDENCE - you believe in
yourself, you trust your own
judgment and resourcefulness.

l  TOLERANCE - you are open to
accepting opinions and
practices that are different from
your own.  

l  EMPATHY - a deep understanding
of another’s situation. 

l  POSITIVENESS - a positive
attitude leads to positive events
in your life.

l  RESPECT FOR OTHERS - the
sincere desire to understand and
consider other people's choices,
commitments and needs in
relation to your own.

BEWARE! These are traits that
undermine your ability to successful
adapt:

l  Rigidity -"It's my way or the
highway"

l  Competition with others - "I'm
smarter, prettier, etc., thank you"

l  Discontent - "No, I don't like it this
way.  Why can't we..."

l  Unapproachable - "Don't bother
me unless it's worth my time and
you agree with me''

l  Difficulty with Ambiguity - "Let's
nail this down right now"

The second half of the high
adaptability formula - Versatility.

Resilience + Vision + Attentiveness
+ Competence + Self-correction =
VERSITILITY.  

l  RESILIENCE - knowing how to
overcome setbacks, barriers and
limited resources.  If you keep on
going until you succeed, that is
resilience.

l  VISION - having the power to
imagine, be creative, and
suggest alternatives.

l  ATTENTIVENESS - knowing
when to act and when not to act.
It means paying attention to
more than your own needs.

l  COMPETENCE - begins with
expertise. In addition, it also
involves a problem-solving ability
that goes beyond your specialty.
It means having a can-do attitude

and following through on it.
l  SELF-CORRECTION - once you

initiate a project, you ask for
feedback and place a high
priority on problem solving, not
on being right. It is being able to
say, "I think this approach isn't
working.  I'd better try something
different."

BEWARE! There are traits that
undermine your ability to successful
adapt:

l  Subjectiveness - "This is the
way it looks to ME"

l  Bluntness - "That's a stupid
idea!"

l  Resistance - "This is the way
we've always done it"

l  Single-mindedness - "It's my
goal and nothing else matters"

l  Unreasonable Risk-taking -
"I'm going to jump, won't you
come with me?"

Adaptable people meet other
peoples’ needs and their own. They
know how to negotiate relationships
in a way that allows everyone to win.
With adaptability, you are practicing
what I call The Platinum Rule® -
treating other people the way they
want and need to be treated.            n
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How Adaptable are YOU?
What IS Adaptability? 

Dr. Tony Alessandra is a best-selling author and
international speaker. Find out more here.
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That else could it be but the
natural ability of a talkative

salesperson to set up business part
of sales conversation with some
chit-chat that would relax the target
prospect and create a friendly,
comfortable environment?

It was an art, actually.
Walk into the prospect's office or

business and strike up a
conversation about the weather,
the traffic, sports, pictures on the
wall or desk, a trophy, a plaque -
anything that gave you a chance to
engage the customer in some
friendly preliminary conversation.
After you warmed them up, then

you proceeded to move into the
sales call more effectively because
you'd built up some level of rapport.

Because after all, people buy
from people they like and trust.
Right?

Well, maybe.
Nowadays people will buy from

a website they like and trust.
Particularly for commodity items,
salespeople are less relevant. But
for more complex enterprise
sales environments, the world is
changing up. Research shows that
people care less about the
salesperson and more about the

buying experience; that is, what
the salesperson or vendor team
brings to the sales table, i.e.,
insight, perspective, navigational
assistance, education, ease of
engagement, advocacy, etc.1 

In fact, all these things build
trust. Throw in a reasonable
degree of likeability and the
salesperson should be sitting
pretty.

But How Do You Do That?
It's actually an art and a science.
No longer can a salesperson in
today's sophisticated enterprise
sales situation get away with just a
gift of gab. You've got to do better
than that to capture the attention,
let alone trust, of the modern savvy
prospect/customer/buyer/influence
r/decision-maker. 

What we find is that many of
today's top-performing salespeople
are understated and non-
extraverted. It's always been that
way too. It's not a gregarious
personality thing. They win
because they're sharp and
deliberate in all their activities and
processes. From start to finish.
They know exactly what they're
doing at all points of a known sales
process and take the customer on
a buying experience ride that is not
accidental or random. 

And along the way, they tell
stories.

Storytelling? Yes.
Great salespeople, like great
friends and great communicators,

Storytelling - an Art and Science
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We used to call it "rapport building" - that application of a
salesperson's natural gift for gab at the beginning of sales
calls with prospects or customers. Or so we thought. 



Michael Griego

tell great stories. They are armed
with stories for all occasions and
situations. They can go short or
long with them, weaving a relevant
scenario in 30-60 seconds or wax
eloquently for 2-5 minutes on an
engaging narrative that brings
color, insight, and connection to the
moment.

There is structure to every good
story, like a Hollywood script or any
children's storybook:

l  The Setting - a situational set-
up, "Once upon a time, in a land
faraway...." The opening sets the
scene, "I was working with a similar
sized company..."

l  The Conflict - a description of
the problem, "What they were
facing was...."

l  The Climax - this is where the
situation reaches a peak and a
turning point, when the problem
gets resolved, "With our ____
solution we were able to help...."

l  The Resolution - in literature it's
called the denouement (pronounced
'dey-noo-mahn'); it's the resulting
outcome and tying up of all the plot
lines - "and they lived happily ever
after."

Solution Selling author, Michael
Bosworth, points out in his latest
book, What Great Salespeople Do,
that good story telling actually
stimulates the creative, right side of

the brain and defuses the analytical
left side of the brain. 

Great salespeople do just that. 
And they can apply a simple

story telling framework to customer
testimonial stories, personal
history stories, company origin
stories, product development
stories, or any scenario that allows
them a chance to productively
engage the prospect/customer in
any conversation.

No, rapport building is not just a
light, natural gift. It can be taught as
a developed skill. And it's as natural
as telling a child a bedtime story.   n

Michael Griego is the President and Founder of
MXL Partners. Find out more by visiting here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

There are several sources indicating that social sellers
outpace those that don’t sell socially by a wide margin

when it comes to quota attainment. What are the
observable behaviors you personally consider essential
to judge whether a person is an effective social seller?

Please join the discussion HERE

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY
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Our 8-week live, instructor-led online
course is designed for individual sales
professionals who want to expand their
knowledge and practical application of Social
Selling into their daily sales processes.

Why take the course? To create and drive
more revenue-generating opportunities into
your sales pipeline!  Building upon a
foundational Social Selling framework, the
ISST curriculum integrates:

l  Branding
l  Prospecting
l  Researching
l  Messaging
l  Real-World Sales Scenarios

Unlike other programs, our comprehensive
Social Selling training prepares you with a
complete strategy and plan that you can use to
achieve your sales objective. You’ll learn how
to:

l  Use LinkedIn and Twitter to network,
prospect and generate leads.

l  Follow up with prospects at the right time
and when they have interest.

l  Book more appointments.
l  Organize, schedule and manage your social

media communication.
l  Gain access to emails, phone numbers,

social profiles, financial data and more using
business intelligence

Pre-course work, assignments and multiple
live coaching/mentoring sessions serve to
reinforce core concepts and ensure each
student’s success.

Course Start Date: August 18th at 11am
Eastern (United States)

Investment: $895.00 per person – Includes
all course materials, live training,
coaching/mentoring sessions, webinar
recordings and support questions via email.
*All sessions are recorded for playback and
review throughout the course of the
program.

REGISTER NOW!

Individual Social Selling Training Program
Sales professionals using social selling strategies outperformed

their peers by 78.6%. Don’t be left behind!

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=56YDRLNKGYUDW


Book & Contributor of the Week

I’m a people person, a “super-
connector” and I get great joy in
helping newer SDRs and other
sales reps learn ways to grow net-
new revenues. See my LinkedIn
profile for more about me, along
with some great
recommendations.

Interested in social selling? I
was LinkedIn member #29,426
which means it’s been one of my
TOP tools in prospecting training
for a long time – and yet it is only
ONE part of my multi-faceted

strategy called Sales GEMs – for
smart, successful, process-minded
and worthwhile sales prospecting.

I have “scar tissue” from a
corporate, technology B2B sales
career since my early 20’s when I
began as a single mom making
straight commission. My
confidence in sales was inspired
by my grandmother.

Beginning in technology sales
for companies like Apple, IBM, HP
and Siemens, I rose through the
ranks from retail to corporate

accounts, then from individual
contributor (closing multi-million
dollar deals) to inside sales leader.
My last corporate position was as
Director of Education for a
technology / financial services
company in Boston which was sold
to Thomson Reuters.  There I
coached and trained in sales,
assessed employees, improved
customer service, created and led
cross-functional manager training
and grew bottom-line revenues.

In addition to coaching and
training frontline sales leaders and
sales reps I create content for
technology brands on selling.       n

Today's salespeople face a huge challenge
because their prospects have overwhelming
workloads and impossible deadlines. 

As such, these already stressed out people have
minimal bandwidth to process new information. It's
often a Herculean task for salespeople to capture their
attention and then, to get them to move off the status
quo.

That's why The Tall Lady With the Iceberg is such an
important book. In it, Anne Miller shows salespeople
how to leverage metaphors to make a point, change
perceptions, clear up confusion and inspire action.
Plus, she also gives them a model to use to create
metaphors that actually work! Filled with fresh thinking,
this book should be a "must read" for all salespeople
and business leaders who want to take their
communication skills to the next level.

Jill Konrath, Best Selling Author & Sales Strategist
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Lori Richardson -  Top Contributor of the Week
CEO and Founder of  Score More Sales

I lead efforts for B2B front-line sales growth and work with
(or in conjunction with) technology brands worldwide.

See what other readers thought and buy here
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Solution of the Week

http://corporatevisions.com/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
3 Strategies to Improve Sales Forecast Accuracy 
by Kevin Davis

The single most important issue in
any sales organization is managing
the funnel to achieve an accurate
sales forecast. Let’s look at two
ways this core issue is typically
handled.

Company A’s funnel process
uses one of the most common
approaches to forecasting,
orienting its sales funnel to the
steps of its sales process:
qualifying, opportunity identified,
quotation provided, demonstration
delivered, and negotiation/close.
You know the drill.

Company B uses a funnel based
on the customer’s buying process.

Each stage of the funnel identifies
specific actions that customers take
when they are moving forward in
their buying process: agree to a
meeting, acknowledge their pain
points, meet with 2nd decision-
maker, define buying criteria,
request a proposal, and so on.

Can you guess which sales
funnel design leads to better
forecasting accuracy? Right.
Company B. By a big margin. If
your company has a sales funnel
more similar to Company A than B,
here are three tips to get you
started down a more accurate ...

Read More Here u

The sales operation function has
historically been tasked with
producing performance reports for
the sales leadership team. The
CRM is the core source of
information for much of this
performance reporting. Obtaining
and maintaining funnel confidence
in the CRM data is a cornerstone of
producing accurate and timely
reporting and analysis for the sales
teams. The MHI 2015 Sales Best
Practice Study indicates that only
30% of all respondents are highly
confident in the data available from
the CRM system. Funnel

confidence is a challenge, but once
it’s achieved, every member of the
sales team will want a piece of that
data from their specific perspective.
Data does, in fact, beget data.
Unchecked, the volume of custom
and user specific CRM reports
begin to grow exponentially. One
day the sales operations
professional finds the CRM system
miraculously has thousands of sale
reports. It is little wonder that some
perspectives of the sales
operations team are that they are
the reporting team ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Sales Reporting – The Scream Test
by Tom Chamberlain

Read More Here u
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
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